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MREMA, J.
The three accused, namely, Zakayo Shungwa Mwashilindi,

Rais Sungwa Mwashilindi, Abel Mwamwezi (hereinafter referred to as 
the 1st, 2nd and third accused respectively), and two others nit 
in court, were arrested on or about the 20th of January, 1999 
jointly and together and then arraigned for the murder of one ENIKO 

EDSQN SIMKOKO, in this preliminary hearing took place before this 
court (Koshi, J, as he then was) the prosecution filed nolle prosequi 20 
certificate in resx^ect of the 5th accused iiDAM THOMSON @ NZOWA u/s 9̂  

~(1)_of the Cr, P*A, 19&5i hence his discharge by the court under
the Lav, On the same day the ^th accused EV^lN SOKONI SIKAPIZYE was

•'% ..
reported dead, hence abatement of the proceedings against the late 
accused. ‘Therefore preliminary hearing and full trial were conducted"' 
in respect of the three aforementioned accused persons. Following 
the contentions raised by the defence either indirectly by way of 
cross->~^ai;inations or at the defence case, I think it is pertinent 

here to append what was then recorded as being '‘‘Memorandum of 

undisputed matters11 on 15/ V 2002 when preliminary hearing took place, 30 
The recorded "undisputed matters*1 are as follows:

(1) Eniko is a deceased, ptrjson and that he v/as killed.
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(2) That the deceased and 3rd accused resided at Ikonya village 
in Mbozi District.

(3) '.The first and 3rd accused were arrested at Vwawa in Tumaini 
Guest House*

Since the procedure relating to the conduct of preliminary hearing 
that took place before the Late Hon* Moshi, J, on l5/0*f/2002, has 
been attacked or criticized by the defence, I think it is worthwhile 
dealing with what appears to me to be a preliminary point of objection 
on point of Law against the agreed undisputed matters before dealing 
with the other issue in the main trial* In his written submission, 10
Mr. Mushokorwa, Learned Counsel for the three accused, submits that 
it is arguable whether I&iiko id dead and if so, who killed him. In 
other words, the accused have disowned the Memorandum of undisputed 
facts mainly because the said Memorandum on matters not disputed was 

never read out and explained to them before they signed thereof* The 
omission by the Learned Judge to read and explained to them those facts, 
according to the learned counsel, contravened the provisions of s. 192

- (3) of the Criminal Procedure Act, 1985* He further contends that 
since his clients cannot answer affirmatively whether or not the said 
Eniko is dead, this is another reasonable lacuna permiating the case 20
for prosecution* That being the case he contends, it is unsafe to 
rely on the testimony of SARAH SIMKOKO (PW2), Eniko's sister, parti
cularly because the body that was exhumed on the 20th of January,
1999 was skinless coupled with the fact that the head (facial 
appearance) was no longer intact owing to decomposition. Identification 

of the said person was hot possible due to such unfavourable conditions 
on the body, he opined* It is also Mr* Mushokorwa*s submission that 
the testimony of the forensic expert (PW9) cannot îlso supply corrobo

ration to PV(/*-s testimony relating to the identification of the body 

exhumed by the accused under the order and supervision,of police on 30

20/01/1999 in the Village of Isenzenya* This is because Pto/9 admitted 
that. h<=* could not confirm in'his evidence whether the samples he
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analysed originated from a female person or were of a man, hence -another 

reasonable doubt in favour of the accused persons.

The prosecution, through Mr. Boniface who was being assisted by 
Mr. Mwenda, both Learned State Attorneys, did not comment on Mr. 
Musnokorwa’s criticims leveled against the court’s handling of the 
preliminary proceedings dated 15/0^/2002.

With due respect, I think Mr* Mushokorwa*s Criticism and or 
objection against the ‘‘Memorandum of undisputed matters** is not a 
voice wasted, but indeed he is right. The matters admitted in the 
preliminary hearing under section 192 -(3) of Act No.9/19&5 have been 
appended above for ease of reference. The law under which they were 
said to have been admitted read as follows, that is subsection (3) of 
section 19 2:

l5At the conclusion of a preliminary hearing held 
under this section, the court shall prepare a 
memorandum of the matters agreed and the memorandum 
shall be read over and explained to the accused in 
a language he understands, signed by the accused 
and his advocate and by the public prosecutor, and 
then filed"•

The Court of Appeal of Tanzania emphasized in the Case of MT.7^79
SGT. BENJAMIN HOLELA v. REPUBLIC (1992) T.L.R, 121 at p.123 to the
following effects

“It is obvious from these provisions that
the contents of the memorandum have to be read
and explained to the accused, and that duty is
mandatory. The record of the proceedings however does not
indicate compliance with this duty. We take it
that there was non-compliance-*.

The record of the preliminary proceedings in the present case does 

indicate at the end of the matters agreed upon that the said memo
randum was ever read and explained to the accused in terms provided 
under sub~section (3) of section 192 of Act No. 9/19&5« The Law 

-•j---.,. reaci 3^  explain the memorandum to the



accused does not end up there; it was later elaborated by rules k and 

6 of the Accelerated Trial and Disposition of Cases Rules, 19&c5 made 
under section 192 “(6) of Act No.9/^985 and published in the Government 
Notice No. 192 of 1st July, 1988. For ease of reference 1 append 

hereunder both Rules k and 6:
Rule *+: ilThe person prosecuting shall in every trial under

those rules, prepare, as clearly as possible, the 
facts of the case which shall be read to the accused 
explained in a language he can understand51.

Rule 6: {Si//hen the facts of the case are read and explained
to the accused, the court shall ask him to state 
which of those facts he admits and the trial Magistrate 
or judge shall record the samea.

But the record of 15 ^ *■’ 2002 (containing the memorandum of undispu-*
ted matter or facts) is inconsistent with what the Law cited above
provides. The memorandum of undisputed matters which are under attack
by the defence were proposed and read out by the Late Mr. Mwangole,
Learned Counsel on behalf of the accused persons. The proposed matters

were then adopted and recorded by the court as being undisputed matters
and immediately thereafter the learned Counsel for prosecution and 20
defence, also the three accused signed - apparently indicating that
they all agreed to those proposed facts as being matters not disputed.

However, since that is not the whole procedure laid down by the 

Law (as already seen above), it is unsafe, in Law, in my openion, to 

rely on the memorandum that was drawn by the court on 15/0^/2002.
This statement is not without support of judicial authority. In the 
case of SGTo B. Kolela (supra), the Court of Appeal had the following 
pronouncement (at page 12*f):

“It is apparent that a statement by counsel or advocate 
for the accused to the effect that the matters raised are 
admitted is not sufficient under the Law. It is_the accused

jjfeo J9HS& A1®..Q£. she_ admits• In
^*^^*/here the matters comprise documents, the contents of
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the documents must be read and explained to the 
accused in the event of a sketch plan or such like 
documents, the sketch plan must be explained and 
shown to the accused to ensure that he or she is 
in a position to give an informed response41 (words 
under-lined ~ emphasis provided).

In the light of the above cited statutory provisions and the case
authority, it is very clear that the said memorandum of undisputed
facts cannot be used as evidence against the accused persons, The
upshot of it all is that the relevant provisions cited above do not
apply is circumstances where there has been a failure to read and
explained the contents of the memorandum of undisputed matters to the

accused*

I will therefore proceed to examine the evidence of the witnesses 
without putting into consideration any material point allegedly agreed 
upon as being undisputed matter on 15/^/2002.

During full trial nine (9) prosecution witnesses gave evidence in 
their effort to prove the allegations leveled against the accused 
persons; as for the accused persons all, except the third accused who 
brought one witness, entered the witness-box alone to defend himself. 
The totality of the evidence reveals the following undisputed facts, 
or facts which cannot any longer be disputed. They are as follows:

(1) One ENIKO S/0 EDSON SIMKOKO was the resident of Ikonya,
Mbozi .District and his sister is Sarah Simkoko (PW2), also 
of Ikonya, Mbozi District. Jiniko Simkoko left the home
stead of her parents on 17/01/1991 in the company of the 
Late fourth accused Evani .bimkoko Sikapizye and since then 
he has never been seen alive to-date.

(2) The third accused Abel Mwamwezi is the resident of Ikonya 
Village, Mbozi District* while the first accused Zakayo 
Shungwa hwashilindi and the 2nd accused Rais Shungwa 
MwashiJLindi are brothers and both resided in the village 
o*f isenzanya, Mbozi District.



(3) A body of human (person) was exhumed on the 20th of
January, 1999 in a bush near a Village river, in the 
Village of Isenzanya; all the three accused persons 
did the exhumation in the presence of police men, a 
doctor, village leaders and some villagers*

(*0 A skin of a human being was exhibited in public at
Vwawa police Station in the presence of the accuseds 
and members of the public on 20/01/1999 (a.s per the video 
pictures <-• exhibit to1 *0 o

(5) Both the 1st and 2nd accused admit to have been arrested 
on 20/01/1991 and the arraigned for this homicide«

(6) All accused admit to have given caution and extra-judial 
statements but denied that they were obtained from them 
voluntarily.

The rest of the facts are disputed and the question is, as I told the 
assessors, is whether the circumstantial evidence which the prosecution 
endeavoured to build on various pieces of evidence lead to the only 
reasonable inference, which is to the effect that the accused took 
part in the murder of the deceased Eniko as alleged by the prosecution* 

The court must also be satisfied from the inculpatory facts adduced 
against the accused, in that the person allegedly killed in the night 
of 19/01/1999 is the deceased Eniko Edson Simkoko whose body was said 

to be exhumed on 20/01/1999*

At this juncture 1 would now start to consider the question, 
which is whether the body of the person that was exhumed on the 20th 
of January, 1999 was that of Eniko Edson Simkoko* The prosecution, 
through the Learned State Attorney Mr. Boniface, relies on the 
confessions of the three accuseds given to police under caution and 
the extra-judicial statements to the Justice of Peace (PW5).
According to Mr. Boniface, although the said confessions (exhibits 

P.VIII, P.IX, P.XII and P.XIII) are either repudiated or retracted, 
it is the prosecution’s view that the said confessions are nothing 
but the truth. He came to this view ^fter taking into consideration 

--------------   ' 4-V)̂ - .p.; jq^pused Zakayo



K̂ hungv/a Mwashilindi. and the second accused Pais Shungwa Mwashilindi • ' 

as per their cconfessions is 0that the deceased was taken from .his ; .
home at Ikonya Village to Isenzanya Village, the accused’s village, 
under the pretext that he (deceased) was going"to work in a coffee 
farm* The two pieces’of confessions,"the Learned State Attorney, said,- 
tallies with the testimony o.f ̂tlie- deceased ’ s sister oarah Simkoko 

(PW2). 'The testimony of FW2 is positive to the effect that the deceased 
and one Ivani Sikapizye (the. Late..fourth accused in this case) went to
Isenzanya to work as labourers in; a coffee-farm* Second, that;" the first

5- ^ y •/and third accused' con fefeeed .that they ̂ consulted pV/3 for a potential'\f;V
v  ̂ + **. * < ,f\ (, k.,buyer of human , sl̂ ins and/-t hat they traveled all the way to‘,' v'Wawai Mboti

where they lodged at Tumaini Guest House, a story that corroborates 
testimony. Third, that the first and third accused stated in their 
confessions that they were arrested'at Tumaini Guest House while in 
possession of human skin# Fourth, it is contained in the confessions 
of the 1st and 3rd accused that one Chauia was contacted and he agreed 
to buy the human skin in the possession of the two' accused and this 

statement is confirmed by the evidence of B O  pW6« Fifth,
according to Mr* Boniface, the details in the confessions are clear7 
personal and uninterrupted so much^tha.t tHey ,cannot be'told ̂ y "persons 
other than the authors or architects.of their owns acts or doing, viz* 

the accused* Sixth, and. is;the evidence ‘of W  ̂ an<i JPW2
that it was. the accused ̂ who le^the police thei way . to~ a' place wbiere

• : <?•, I V:̂ 5 ; - - v V  ' ' " ' ■•'"'V
1 ■—  . {. i ’ y T  ' -'p'. -vc: •the deceased^ body was buried f̂t̂ 'r the brutal killing* The Learned

State Attorney has also drawn our’attention torthe video tape (exhibit" ’
■ *: h i ,- I  C. u&m; V .i/v; f. c:o :/roS:r a '* v?';•5Pol̂ f) whereby the accused were recorded as saying that the 2nd accused

,-*•, th::; SxJr̂ i .rdjc .v  •.•.Vittfcci * .ve..'.od V’w i:-and one Ivani Sikapizye are the ones who struck the fatal blows three
‘ ' -v-i-v, r ■: li > •;>*•••••> •/jwi.I'-; li*times with a hammer (exhibit F*VI) on the deceased1s head ~ a confession

o : : ' C'l ■•.y. '■.! •; r’Sii X 0 "T.i£0..v”which is also reflected in the accuseds' cautioned and extra-judicial 
statements* He has also referred to the post-mortem exhibit fv»saying 
" ’ ** — — h-mt.ai'̂  killing of the deceased,* in that it
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attributed cause of death as being head injury resulting from three 

deep wounds on the heado In sum, kr« Joniface concluded, all these 
factors, most of which constitute corroborative evidence, show that 
the accuseds' confessions are nothing but the whole truth.

Turning to the other-side of the coin, the Learned defence Counsel,
Mr, Mushokorwa, agrees in principle with the prosecution that the case
for the Republic consists of circumstantial evidence read in conjunction

t

with the retracted confessions by the excused made to the police (PW1) 
and (PW4), and to the Justice of the teace (PW5)• Indeed, with respect,
I agree with both the Learned Counsel, the same theme being the assurance 10 
I made to the assessors (in my summing up to them), in that there is 
no eye witness who saw the gruesome murder taking place ~ save the 
murderers themselves* My main concern here is whether the authoritative 
observation that was made in idlY uj-JĈJRI 8c PILL BAKARI v, REPUBLIC 

(1992) T.LoR. 10 by the Court of Appeal is relevant and applicable to 
the circumstances of the present case. At page 15 the Court of Appeal 
had this to say:

nAlso pertinent to this matter in the rule that 
in a case where the evidence against the accused is 
wholly circumstantially (sic) ', the, facts from which 20

an inference adverse., to'the'" accused;-is sought to be 
drawn must be proved"beyofidf^ll reasonable doubt, 
and must be' clearly.rconnected vdthithe fadt sought 
to be inferred jtherefrdm-'i. : •; r;

That being . the trite-’ Law, Jiefitting^"Jfease^hinged^on circumstantial

This is where the 30



visited him at his home in Shiwinga Village prior to 19/01/1999* It 
is not controverted that these two accused and PW3 did not know each 
other before they met at PW3Js home. It is also admitted, as a common 
ground, that FW3 is a driver by occupation and during that period 
(relevant to this case) he was employed by one Weston Ng’owela. It 
is the testimony of PW3 that the two accused told him that they had 
been directed to him for what was alleged that the latter is an 
■experienced and fact driving driver; and when PW3 enquired from them 
as for what purpose they wanted to see him, the accused told him that 
they had a robbery mission at iahimunda Co-operative Society. This 
statement, according to PW3 , made him more curious to learn about 
those strangers. Then he asked them as to what was really their main 
aim, their answer was to the effect that they wanted to raise money 
which would facilitate transportation of their business. At this 
juncture, the accused even told PV/3 that they would be ready to 
admit him into their business if he would so wish. Then PW3 became 
more anxious and ask them what kind of business. The accused told 
the witness that they had two human skins, one of a male (man) and 
the other one of a female person, both of which had been dried up.
The witness was further told that they got the skins from Sumbawanga 
and were looking for a buyer, Claud (PW3) then pretended to agree 

with them but, morally he was not, and that he did that to make it 
passible for their arrests. He then informed his wife secretaly as who 
those people went to his home-* They (PW3 and his wife) then agreed to 
have the matter reported to the police.

The court was further told by PW3 that the report having reached 
the OCD at Vwawa Police Station, the latter (i.e. the OCD) provided 
fuel to PW3 to use in his mo»tor-cycle to enable the witness go to to 
the home of Zakayo (1st accused) to inspect the alleged two skins.
In otherwords, the OCD decided to use PW3 as police decoy so as to



make it possible for the police to arrest those persons in possession 

of the alleged human skins, according to PW3, as he had agreed, with 
the 1st accused to meet him at Mwanjelwa - l taka, Mbozi, PW3 drove to 
that place. He met both the 1st and J/X'd accused at Mwanjelwa - I taka. 
Both the 1st accused PW3 drove to the 1st accused’s home but leaving 
the third accused at Mwanjelwa -* Itaka. However, according to Claud 
Simkoko, the 1 st accused Zakayo resisted to produce or show the alleged 
skins on an assertion by Zakayo that he would only do that after his 
partners agreed as what would be their “modus operandi5, of their 
business. The dual then returned to Mwanjelwa - Itaka where the 1st 
accused was left by PW3 and the latter drove back to Vwawa and reported 
to the OCD on what transpired between him and the 1st accused* PW3 
was then urged by the OCD to continue to pursue the matter to its 
finality and further that he should be very close to the suspects. 
Duringtheir last meeting (i.e. the accused and PW3) , P*/3 promised 
them that he would seriously look for a customer for them.

Then came a third meeting* This was on 19/01/1999 and according 
to FW3, the 1 st and third accused visited him at his home to find out 
if he had secured a customer for them* It was in the morning time. 
Upon being told by Pw'3 that a customer was found, the two accused 
apparently rejoiced and said, using the very words told by PW3 : ,!kwa 
bahati nzuri tumeongeza ya tatu na ni ya leo (it is a good-luck as we 

have increased a third one and it is of today)u. PW3 who was working 
at his farm invited them at his home arid as they claimed that they 
were hungry he asked his wife to cook food for them* After they ate 
food PW3 managed to secure a lift for the third accused in the m/v of 

one Lioni Zawilas while himself and the 1st accused rode on PW3fs 

motor-cycle. PW3's arrangement was now to bring the accused to a 
false (pseudo) customer at Vwawa and in that'process the OCD would be 
able to effect their arrest. At Mlowo township they stopped for a 
while and that enable PW3 to,, see the OCS who gave him shs.^OO/- to



enable him reach Vwawa* Out of the shs*500/-~ he gave shs*200/r- to the 
third accused Abel so that he could board a bus to Vwawa* The 1st accused 
and PW3 continued to travel on the motor-cycle and when they reached 
Vwawa Pv0 booked rooms for them at Tumaini Guest house* The witness 
left them there and then he went secretly to the OCD* One David Saibul 
was the then OCD of Vwawa District. This police officer, according to 
PW3, took him to Chaula (PW6) who would be used as another police decoy 
to pretend to be a potential customer interested in buying the human 
skins* Although Chaula resisted to accept the request after a tussle, 
however, PW6 agreed to join PW3 and the OCD to not the suspects. He 10
even offered 20 litres of petrol to the OCD to facilitate transportation 
between Vwawa and Isenzanya, the 1st accused’s village. Thereafter 
PvV3 went to Tumaini Guest House and brought the 1st accused to Chaula5 s 
place of business. 'The third accused is said by PW3 to have been also 
present because Chaula5s petrol station is very near Tumaini Guest 
House.', According to PW3, Chaula (PW6) offered to buy each skin at 
T.shs.four million (^,000^000/-). That Chaula agreed with them that 
he would pay the money against physical delivery of each skin. Again,
Chaula gave PW3 fifteen (15) litres of petrol to enable PIV3 go to 
Isenzanya and back to Vwawa to bring the said skins* 20

This time it was only Zakayo (1st accused) and Claud (PW3) who 
drove t# Isenzanya; but upon reaching khitungula PW3 hesitated to proceed 
to Zakayo*s home* The 1st accused went to his home alone, traveling on 
a bicycle and he returned three hours later to join PW3. The first 
accused was seen carrying a bag but PW3 would not ne able to identify 
its colour immediately as it was a dark night. Then they return to 
Vwawa via Mlowo and upon reaching Tumaini Guest House the first accused 
occupied room No. 10, the 3rd accused room Ko.11 and PW3 room No*9*
The latter then stealthily reported to the OCD all that was done* PW3 
was then instructed by the OCD t® return to the Guest House to pretend 30 

to the accused that he was preparing to take bath and then in that



process the police would ambush the culprits, i'.ccording to PW3, that is 

exactly what took place and while the police were knocking very hard at 

at room No.10, PW3 was taken away to Abed Restaurant.

I propose to appraise the credibility of PV/3’s testimony along 
side with the evidence of Chaula (Pv/6)« What are the facts relating 

to Chaula*s testimony1* His material testimony is to the effect that on 

19/01/1999 he was approached by the OCD at his place of works. The 
OCD needed some co-operation and assistance from him0 The witness was 
told by the OCD about the grue-some event that had taken place at Ise~ 
nzenya Village and for that reason he desired to use PW6 as a decoy as 10
a police endeavour to net down the culprits. According to PW6 , the 
information and the request excited as well as scaring him, particularly 
because it was his first time to hear that people kill other human beings, 
skin them and then sell their skins. Chaula did not readily welcome 
the request for fear of damaging his name as well as ruining his 
business. In the end, however, he agreed to co-operate especially 
after the OCD persistently urged him to agree.

On the same day (ie. 191/1999) Claud Lwenje Simkoko (PW'3) and 
another person introduced to PW3 visited him. The said stranger was 
introduced by PW3 to the following effect: ;‘Yule muuzaji wn. ngozi ya 20

binadamu ni huyu1'. PW6 then told Lwenje (Pv/3 ) that he was ready to 
buy the said skin. It is also the testimony of Pv/6 that Lwenje Simkoko 
(PW3) had suggested to Pv/6 to put the price at shs,7,000,000/--, and that 
is the price Pv/6 offered. According to Pv/6, both Lwenje oimkoko and the 
seller (1st accused) never made any comment as to the amount of price 

offered. PV/6 then asked them where was the skin, the answer by Lwenje 
(PW3) was at Itaka Village. Pv/6 (Chaula) was then told by PW3 that the 
problem was to get fuel to assist the 1st accused to travel to the the 
village to bring the skin. Pv/6 gave P1V3 six (6 ) litres of fuel and that 
before they left Chaula assured Pv/3 that even if they would return after 30

mid-night they should not hesitate to wake him up5 but that did not
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happen as neither PW3 nor the said seller return to PV/6. In the morning, 

however, FU6 was informed that the persons who were proposing to sell 
human skin to him were arrested for allegedly killing a person and 
skinned hire* As ^'e^lef>w6 saw the human skin, he confirmed in cross- 
examination that he did see it at Vwawa Police station* There, he 
said, four people were paraded outside the police station and the human 
skin was spread on the ground near them.

I have born in mind the attacks or criticisms leveled against the 
testimonial credibility of PW3 and PW6 by Mr. Mushokorwa. 3y and large 
he complains that Claud Lwenje Simkoko (PW3) is not a person to be 10
trusted and believed* The reason is that it sounds really not credible 
for strange persons, such as PW3 and the 1st and 3rd accused who did 
not know each other before their meeting at Lwenje1'a home to simly talk 
friendly and freely about committing very serious offence, to wit, day
light robbery and trading in human skin business. The Learned Counsel 
also finds hard to believe Pv/3 , on the latter5 s assertion that he 
freely and undisturbedly led the 1st and 3rd accused to Chaula, whom 
he (PW3) had not had such an affair with him before; to find out if 
he would be ready to buy the said skin(s). Equally, Mr. Imshokorwa 
wonders how possible that it was easy for PW3 to deal vdth the OCD in 20
a matter which PV3 was his first time to hear from the accused, also 
as it allegedly happened between the OCD and PW6i

The defence Counsel has also asked this court to doubt the credibility 
of PW3 and PW6 especially in view of their material contradictions relating 
to the price of the human skin offered by Chaula (Pk/6) « Further that the 
story by Claud (PW3) that Chaula (PW6) offered to buy one human skin for 
shs.7,000,000/-- cannot be the same story, as testified by PW6, in that 

Chaula offered to buy one skin for shs.4,000,000/- « citing MCHAjiL 
H/il£>HI v*R. (1992) ToL.k, 92, on the basis that the evidence of the two 
witnesses should be discredited. Ke also quizzed why Pv/2 had to play 30
such a daring role without any reward from the policed
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With much iiiore respect to hr* HushoLorwa, I am in full agreement 

with the Learned State Attorney Mr* Boniface on the view that the role 
played by PW3 and Pw6 is not a unique or an unfamiliar undertaking*
From the evidence, it is quite implicit that the role that was played 
by PW3 and PW6 was nothing less than that of a decoy. They were used 
by the police to trick the accused into falling in that position of 
committing the crime so that they could be arrested by the police*
As correctly submitted by Mr. Boniface, the law in this country enjoins 
upon every citizen, police or not, to prevent, detect and expose crime 
and, therefore, that is what PW3 and PW6 did in the instant matter as 
good citizens* It is not untrue that P';J3 and the two accused (1st and 
3rd) were the first time to meet when they discussed about possibility 
of PW3 driving them into a scene where the accused had planned to 
commit robbery* It has not been contructed ine evidence that PW3 is 
a driver and, according to PW3, the reason accused gave to him as why 
they picked him to drive them was because they wore led into believing 
that he (FW3) was not only an experienced driver but also one of such 
drivers who drives very fast. 'This statement by Pv.'3 stands unchallenged* 
It was in the course of that discussion that brought about another 
discussion, viz, the trade on human skin* It is not possible that the 
accused could have been arrested by the police out of nothing and in 
the blue sky# Their arrest and ultimately their being arraigned in 

court must have commenced on the basis of a story that links their 
conduct before the act and after the act; and I have nothing in the 
record that would justify me to disbelieve the testimony of PW3 relating 
to how he came into contact with the 1st and 3rd accused* A good and 
innocent citizen would entertain the same doubt or suspecion as PW3 
did and I find it most difficult, if not hard, to water down the 
difficult situation he found himself, bearing in mind the words he 
used in examination in chief (quoting him verbatim):
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"It was my first time to see them. They started to 
tell me by saying that they wanted to drive them to 
Shamunda Primary Society where they would way-lay a motor 
vehicle expected to be carrying large sums of money for 
the co-operative Society farmers . Tiji_s arose^ mŷ  anxiety 
and suspeciorio I asked them what was their basic aim*
They claimed that they wanted to raise money for the
purpose of enabling them to transport their goods for
sale. They further said that they would be ready to admit
me into their business if I would so please# I ask them 'jq
what kind of business*1 They said that they had two human
skins, one for male and another one for female which were
dried up* They further'told me that they got the skins
from Sumbawanga. The two accused continued to tell me
that they were looking for a customer. I pretemied to

^.th them but morally did .not* I called my wife 
and told her secretly why the two visitors came to cur home.
Both of us agreed to refer^ the matter to jthe Law organs 
....... (emphasis..supplied by underlining) . / ... ..

In my own perceived'*mind', *any innobent’ -and good citizen’ would react 20
■ v  M . t ’ t y  #?., ; * r v  i-.' iC-vv v c  d  .1 -i *v*r- t e rthe way Fw3 did. The statement appears quite lucid, consistent and

o;p~ . v*:.-: t >.• to  c - ir ry in g  It rerg .. c.i :•:?*:?» fcr
natural, hencet ̂  ^uestion^of.c^gdib^lity, on the . part of FW3#

w,-A ' * i.v?- ’ o7ic oskoc* Ibexr V'?.:-* i:."îir tv.But the role played by PW3 did not end up there. As already
. • u.-.o n-t-d tn rv  v e n t e d  to  Aionc; f o r  t ’xo

shown above, ,his deeî ion-i t.pKr^ppt^he,,1<?ii^prits tp. ̂ he,.;Iĵ w ep^orcing
machinery was - executed- titoely;- poiifee "invfeistiga.ticn̂  feooa 'Started' &iid

•• i iy' b v a h f n  i VK lild C. Iits conclusion saw the arrest of the 1st and 3rd accused at Tumaini
T h e j ..-:rd d  .■ ' - i ^y hac t -.ic h-ur*?an

Guest House in thef very, ear̂ .y morning, hours,of ,19/01/1999*With.>r̂
respect, I - anr inclined to shariiife the7* view- of the :3 st' Lady ASsefeSor

$ror -‘'i-iVib’i.a-’y: t w o  « . ~ t v o t  u-'j r;ryd to Tumwagile Mwakasungula, which is to the effect that the evidence and
• ■’ >■ ' --.M -J  J.O y..'v X r.. /s’, J.O! • 1 CV; t.t'Jttti.T* o fcf. t  ivTllAC Ci 'CO

circumstances .of, the cage does.,^;^-|3ee# frpf>X>Q$x out PWg. as ,a# ^cpomplice. 30 

This is so b'̂ caukte cisâ tt*ffin̂ ŷ''%vld̂ nfcfe~«vieD:-' tii£ a^fcu&^d «
‘■'Ji.:.. ■ ; i-i' 'I j'f ICr V it: t'CS r ' ' ' ‘1 •£• L-ii-Ji C->.’:-v OUfi &that would shaw or tend to ehow that PW3 accepted the accusedls offer

to join them in that cruel and horrifying business; but, instead, he
in  IT;y ov/rj < . 1 v /£}•}•. i.-.d, « sriy ■ i ' i i v ' & c f e . t i - I ^ ' 6 d  r e ^ o t

opted to have them ai'rested and hrovght thee, to the relevant; Legal
•̂•1.2 i--.:;. l.v ■; • riciit ;:.ppear̂  qu; te lucid, v-o:i.̂ icterxt und
authority where they would be iorcW.to give explahation about their

T t^.purt of .

f\j
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questionable behaviour* In the case of HATI3U GANHI v* RiiiFUBUC 

(1996) T,L*R, 12, p. 25, the Court "of Appeal of Tanzania refused to 
agree with the Learned Counsel for the respondents that the witness

-v ■ y *'> * . —for prosecution one Abdullah ohaban Mhando should be -treated as an
accomplice* The Court observed (at page 25),' inter alia;?-

“However, ,it is-apparent from the evidence of PW1 that 
he was initially uncertain about the information given 
to him by the first’appellant, and he decided to study*r • ' .y* «

the movements of the first appellant and his associates 
before reporting the matter to the authorities. Can 10
such conduct on the part of Fw’1 be condemned in a country 
like ours where it is proclaimed as a part of the national

V  . r

policy that the defence and- security of the nation is the 
responsibility of every Tanzanian and particularly of 
every patriot* WejicTnfrt tiunk that_the otf thijs
Coimtrj;j^ondeims ̂ ucH jpatri^ on the^part _of
an ̂ indlvidual^ citizer^ jwho de_ci.dejhD investigate^ a jsuspe^ 
cted treason beifpre...reporting to_ the ̂ authorities^^ Ŝ uch f 
conductt i_s_ ̂ commendab^Ie^^d js e r tainl^ does not in criminal^
IkXW, make him .an accomplice or a person with interest to 20

serve15 (the underscoring is mine),
' r /-'v - •' 'v ■ • ■> ' ' ‘!: t 
The situation in the present case' wjas slightly different, in that PW3 
did'not have, to take time to report the alleged criminal conduct of the 
accused persons following the blunt*assurance the 1 st and 3rd accused 

made to PW3 to the effect'that they.were selling'human skins'and that 
they were ready to absorb hid- (PW3) into* their business if he would■V;' > . .. •/.; ■>' ' • ...-V ■ . ■
wish* ... Vv- .• ■

As regards the role placed by ,Chaula (PW6)y again with'respect,
I am unable to agree with the defence counsel that this witness should not

be trusted. The only ̂ reason $ivep for,not trusting the, witness is on 3C

the account of his alleged participation .in such--a horrifying criminal 

event and apparently' for the. first tlwe j;:also. his-illeged conspiratorial
- -  4 “ v *  \  ' ' ‘I*#*— ’ •’ ’■ ■ ' y  h v  * t r "  ‘•A.’.' • . , V n .  Z •"*. *

meeting with # for. the , & r  Jt^iine; when .;̂ey. dispussed on the possi
bility of PW6 ready to *b uy huinan skin* vThe/reason for; not * agreeing 
With;.Ml** - .• » ___________



as how he was involved in the matter. It is undoubted fact, indeed 
from the evidence, that the witness is a well known business man at 
Vwawa, in Kbozi District. It is an open secret, as per the revelation 
in evidence, that the sale of human skin was quite lucrative in terms 
of high price* Therefore it was more of a common sense than logic for 
the police to use a reputable and well known businessman at Vwawa, in 
Kbozi District, who would play the role of a pseudo potential buyer 
for human skins. 1016 testimony of Chauia (PW6) is very explanatory 
in this regard. There is nothing in the evidence that suggests or 
tends to suggest that PV/6 was a dealer in that business, not do I find 
any thread of evidence inferring any malice, bad motive or any vice 
on the part of PW6 again any of the accused person which would have 
justified him to corroborate PW3's testimony relating to the meeting 
of PW3, who was in the Company of another person, with Pw6 on 
19/01/1999. That other person (in the company of PvO) was the 1st 
accused, according to Claud (Fv/3)» The third accused, according to 
PW3, was also present. As I can find no reason, let alone good 

reason, given as to why Fto'3 and Pv/6 should give such strong evidence 
implicating the 1st accused as being the person who was brought to 
Pvv’6 to negotiate the price for the human skin, I am satisfied that 
Pir/3 and FW6 are independent witnesses. There fore, I find their 
testimonies credible and I attach credence to their evidence much as 
they did the ladies assessors, not withstanding their inconsistency 
as to the alleged price offered by Chauia (PW6)• I am not convinced 
that I should discredit their evidence merely because PW3 said that 
the price offered by PW6 was shs«7»000,000/=, while PW6 said that it 
was shs.^f,000,000/=. In my view, it is not unusual experience to find 

such inconsistency in evidence between two witnesses especially if the 

matter being contradicted by two witnesses occurred after a long 
passage of time such as in the present case. The incident under 

discussion took place on ^9/01/1999 the witnesses, who we re eye



witnesses, gave evidence after a period of four years* With such 

considerable lapse of time, I am lured to believe that it is human to 
make such errors due to slip of memory; and mark you individuals have 
different power of the mind by which things can be remembered* It may 
also be borne in mind that the price for the said human skin was nego
tiable coupled with the fact that the role the two witnesses were 

playing was not a true transaction of a seller and a buyer* The case 
of MICHAEL HAESHI v* REPUBLIC ("1992) T»LoR, cited by the Learned defence 
counsel relating to the kind of weight to be attached to contradictory 
evidence by prosecution witnesses is not of any assistance to the 
present circumstances of this case* In that case the witnesses were 

found to have contradicted themselves on vital details - particularly 
on the question of the appellant* The Court of Appeal (T) held, inter 
alia, that “bince the witnesses contradicted themselves on the question 
of identification of the appellant that evidence cannot remain unshaken5* 
I am of the inclined view that contradiction in the identification of 
an accused is not synonymous to contradiction to a particular sum of 
money promised to be paid by s. proposed buyer, the former instance 
contains material particular of the subject matter of a particular case, 
whereas in the latter case the matter allegedly contradicted does not 
form the central core of the matter or issue in dispute* In this regard 
therefore, I am not prepared to accede to Mr* Mushokorwa;s proposition 
that the said contradiction between PW6 and PW3 as to the amount of 
money offered to be paid affects the credit worthness of these two 
witnesses. Corollary to the testimony of Pto'3 and PV/6 is the evidence 
of No. 0,6987 Det* Sgt* Edward (PvV1)«>

PW1's material testimony is to the effect that the OCD woke him 
up in the morning on 20/01/1999* Le directed him to write the statement 
of one Abel oanga (PvVy) 0 he was further instructed by the OCD to bring 
to him the 1st and 3rd accused who had then been arrested and were in 

the police lock-up. As the two accused were being led to the OCD's



office the two accused were carrying a small bag in which the witness 

saw the human skin. Upon interrogation by the OCD David Saibul, 
according to PW'1, the two accused said that the skin was of a person 
they killed at Isenzenya Village. PV\T1 identified the small bag and 
“sulphate bagu (exhibit P.III) in which the human skin was contained.
As regards the human skin, it is PW17s testimony that this material 
substance (i.e. the skin) and some remains extracted from the person 
allegedly killed were sent to the Government Chief Chemist for analysis.

The court is further told by PW1 that the persons who led the OCD, 
himself (PW1) and other policemen to the spot where the body of the 
deceased was buried were the 1st and 3rd accused. When they reached 
some place in Mwanjelwa village the 1st and 3rd accused saw the 2nd 
accused Rais Shungwa Mwashilindi and another person (apparently) was 
the *fth accused Evani Sokoni Sikapizye) and thereupon they alarmed the 
police saying that the two persons were their collaborators in the 
said hurder; and according to PW1 , the 2nd accused and his associate we 
were told, to identify their alleged collaborators whom they had simply 
told the police “Wenzetu wale*1. The- 2nd accused and another one (now 
not in court) having been identified by the 1 st and 3rd accused, the 
police arrested them formally and joined them with the two other 
accused to make four suspects* 'The four persons, according to PW1, 

freely and Voluntarily led the police to the spot where the deceased 
was mercilessly buried. But before doing that the police were led by 
the 1st accused Zakayo to his home whereat PW1 saw two house, one is 
thatched with corrugated iron sheets and the other one is thatched with 

grass. In the main house (thatched with C.F.S) the police did not see 
any unusual thing therein; but in the house whose roof is made of grass 
and its construction was semi-finished (in the course of search) the 
1st accused showed the police the hammer (exhibit Po4) allegedly used 
by them to strike the deceased on the head twice thereby killing them. 

The hammer, according to PW1, was found hidden in the house ceiling



(iie. the top inner surface of a room)* Also four knives, (2 big 

knives - exhibit P«IV and small knives exhibit P.V) were unearthed 

by the 1st accused; that they sire these four knives the accused used 
to skin the deceased* The witness made it categorically clear to the 
effect that neither the hammer nor the knives were found stained, with
blood, But the earth-floor, according to PW1 , was fresh and the soil
its top was loose and wet, though no traces of blood were seen* It is 
also Ptofl1 s testimony that when the 1 st, 2nd and 3rd accused were inte
rrogated by the OCD to explain why the knives were bloody-stainless,
the explanation given was that they (accused) used special substance 10

or material to wash the knives after they finished skinning the 
deceased*

Then from the 1st accused’s house the accused told the police that 
they were ready to lead them to the deceased*s burial place. The village 
leaders were summoned to join the police and to witness the spot at 
which accused claimed the deceased was buried* The leaders were told 
why they were summoned to that place* Accused were then directed to 
exculvate the area and after a short time a dead^body was seen; it 
was a shallow grave* 'That body was covered with a mat ('‘msenjelet:) •
The body apparently was wrapped in another material and no sooner 20
that wrapping material was removed than the body of the deceased was 
exposed out. The body had its skin removed; that it (the skin) was 
pilled off right from both the shoulders up to the two lower limbs 
(legs) - except on the palms, feet and the head. It is also in 
evidence by PV/1 that the accused had told police before reaching the 
burial spot that they knew the deceased by appearance and that his 

name was ilnerico Simkoko. î lso prior to the journey to the burial 

spot the villagers and the deceased's relatives had as yet not Known 
of the death of the deceased. In the way to the burial spot the 
deceased's sister Sarah, oinikoko (PW2) accompanied the police, but the 30

deceased*s father could not go there because he was blind.



PW2 identified the body as being that of the late brother iinerico 
Simkoko. Ptofl drew the sketch map of the -Scene (lixhibit P.7) •

He also witnessed the post-mortem on the deceased's body by one Dr,
KAJOKA, The witness saw the Dr, extracting blood sample froru the 
deceased's body, also a piece of flesh with its skin (removed from one 
of his feet), PW1 further noted the deceased’sclothes wrapped in the 
said mat O'msenjele5*) , describing the shirt as being bluish in colour, 
also a pair of long trousers which, according to Pv/1, was identified 
by Sarah (Pw'2).

Cn the second day, that is, on 21/01/19 9 9f PW1 recorded the 10

caution statement of RAIS SHUNGtfA MWASHILINDI (the 2nd accused). The 
police witness further told the court that after he warned the 2nd 
accused, according to Law, and accused having admitted to give his 
statement freely and without coercion, threats, promise or any other 
prejudice, PW1 continued to record his statement - admitting the 
offence. That he narrated the entire story from conspiracy to the 

ultimate murdering of the deceased (caution statement admitted as 
exhibit P.8)•

In cross-examination, the witness insisted that the 1st and 3rd 
accused were arrested in a Guest House* 20

hore corroborative evidence is found in the testimony of SARAH 
FREDSQN SIMKOKO (PW2). This witness reiterated that she knows the 
third accused Abel Mwamwezi because he is her blood relative, accused 
being the son of PW2*s sister, and that both of them were living in 

the same village of Ikonya. As regards Michael @ ineriko Edson 
Simkoko, now deceased, it is Sarah's testimony that he was her brother 
born of the same father and mother. Before Eneriko's death Sarah 
was living with him in the same house. Ptf2 has told the court how 

on 17/01/1999 the Late fourth acpused Evani Sokoni Sikapizye appro
ached PW2 at her home and solicited the deceased to go to work in a
fVi f"f farm rPVwr\ T Cf4  ----- ------  - - ’ *
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after two to three days* But as it turned out, the deceased did not
i

return*
Then on the fourth day, i.e. on the 20th of January, 1999i while 

PW2 was working on her garden, she was called by police* She was 
asked if she knew }&ierico and the answer was in the affirmative, and 
whether she knew where he (iinerico) was, the answer was that he went 
to work in a farm* She was then asked by the police to accompany them 
to identify the said Enerico and she did. She boarded rnotor~vehicle 
and on board she saw the three accused and the Late Sikapizye. She 
corroborates PWl's testimony on the evidence that the police partici- ^

parted the village leaders* Similarly she confirms PVfl!s testimony 
to the effect that it was the three accused and a fourth one not in 
court who led the police to a bush spot or area where the deceased's 
body was unearthed from a shallow grave after exhumation was done.

In cross-examination she reiterates knowing the fourth accused 
Sikapizye because both were living in the same village of Ikonya, let 
alone her knowledge of Sikapizye’s sister very well, The witness makes 
it very clear that Sikapizye assured her that they were going to work 
in a Coffee farm belonging to Zakayo (the 1st accused). She went on 
telling the court that Sikapizye never returned to her to tell her 20

why the deceased did not return after two or three days as per his 
promise* The witness, however, admitted that she did not know Zakayo 

before 20/01/19 9 9i also the deceased did not know him.

On the evidence by the prosecution that the 1st and 3rd accused 

were arrested at Tumaini Guest House and were found in possession of 

human skin, the ten cell leader of the area, one Abel Sanga (PtoT7) 
confirmed seeing the human skin and the person possessing it in one of 
the rooms at Tumaini Guest House —  although he was not now able to 
identify the person he saw in the early morning hours of 20/01/1999. 

According to PW7, he saw the skin which was hidden in !!a sulphate bagu 30
and the sulphate bag was in a bluish plastic bag. The bag, he said,

1 1 7  -
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was under a bed and the person in that room was ordered by police to 
take it out from under—neath that bed* The witness looked at the skin 
very closely and he was satisfied that it was human skin because it 
had human hair. He was then required by the OCD to write his state

ment , which he did.
Asked by the assessor as whether he saw some other suspects in 

that Guest House, the witness answered that he did not concentrate to 
make that observation because the whole place was fully covered with 
a crowd of curious people. Re did not also have good opportunity to 
identify properly the person who was caught with the human skin in one 10 
of the rooms*

These pieces of evidence do not stand alone because we find 

corroboration from the confessions given by the accused persons, 
first to the police (PW1) and PW4) and, second to the Justice of 
Peace (PW5)• It is true that these confessions are either retracted 
or repudiated. Each accused claimed that the confessions were not freely 
and voluntarily obtained from the accused; that they were heavily and 
brutally tortured to procure the confessions.

The first accused Zakayo claimed that he was arrested on 
20/01/1999 at his home, at about 6.j50 A^M., by police who never told 20

him of the reason but assured him that he would be told upon reaching 
Vwawa Folice Station; also arrested with him was his brother, the 

second accused Kais Shungwa Mwashilindi. Although the Law Casts 
burden on the prosecution to prove each and every material allegation 

against an accused person, this is not to say that an accused is not 
enjoined upon by the Law to give evidence which is reasonably accep
table regarding his defence. However, this is not to say that the 

court should capitalize on the Weakness of defence to ground conviction 

against him. What I am trying to ask myself here is whether it is true 
in fact that the 1st accused was arrested at his home at 6.30 a*m. on 30

20/01/1999^ 1 do not agree with the accused's proposition. This is



because Pi/7 confirmed, that he saw a person who was arrested in one of 

the rooms at Tumaini Guest House in the old hours of the night prece
ding the morning of 20/01/199S® That person was found with a human 
skin, was arrested and taken to Vwav/a Police station. Pvv1 confirmed 

seeing the 1st and. 3rd accused as being the very persons who were 
arrested by the OCD and other police men at Tumaini Guest house.
There is no good reason which would justify PW1 to lie against the 
two accused persons. They are these very accused who were tricked by 
PW3 on 19/01/1999 by bringing them to Chauia (PW6) under the pretence 
that Chauia was going to buy the human skin which the first accused 10
had gone to fetch it from his home at lsenzenya Village on 19/01/1999 •
The two accused (1st and 2nd accused) led the police to lsenzenya 
Village to show them the person they admittedly killed and skinned 
him. It was when they were going to the burial scene that they met 
the 2nd accused and another one (Late fourth accused)• Police did 
not know the latter two persons if it were not for the 1st and 3rd 
accused who remarked while on board the m/v -“wenzetu wale11* in the 
same mission to lsenzenya the deceased’s sister Sarah (PW2) was picked 
up by the police from her home. In the m/v PW2 sav; the four accused 
and among them she identified the 3rd accused and the Late fourth 20

accused. That was the morning hours of 20/01/1999® I can conceive 
nothing from the facts and circumstances of the case which would have 
justified PW2 to claim that she saw the 1st accused already arrested 
by the police and that the said accused and others were leading the police 
to lsenzenya Village to show them a place where they allegedly buried 

the deceased. The accused completely failed to inject doubt into the 
prosecution case, for he would have called a witness from his home area 
to confirm his statement that the police arrested him and his brother, 
the 2nd accused on 20/01/1999 at 6,30 a.m, I find his defence to be 

an afterthought* Equally, I refuse to agree with the 2nd accused that 30
he was arrested at his home with his brother (1 st accused) 011 20/01/99
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at 6,30 a.m., the reasons for doing so being the same*

The third accused v̂bel hwamwezi raised the defence of iilibi, the 

defence being that he was arrested on 14/01/1999 by the police while 
he was on his way to Lbozi Hospital* he was informed by t.tie police 
that he was in possession of a weapon unlawfully but without telling 
him what kind of weapon it was* He was then ordered to board their 
motor-'Vehicle and was whisked away to Vwawa Police station* Tiien he 
was thrown into a police cell wherein he met four other suspects* one 
of them was YAKiLD NASON who, according to the third accused, was the 
in-charge of the remandees* On 15/01/1999 he was removed from the 
lock*-up and brought to an interrogating room* He was querried about 
the unlawful possession of weapon and he strongly denied to have any* 

Then he was returned to the lock-up where he stayed until 20/01/1999* 
It was on this latter date he saw the 1st and 2nd accused whom he did 
not know before that date. Surprisingly, he laments, a charge of 
homicide was preferred against all the three of them, jointly and 
together. I-le was told by one police man called JULUO that the offence 
of murder was preferred against him because of his obstinacy to admit 
the offence of possessing unlawful weapon.

But as correctly submitted by the Learned State Attorney Mr* 
Boniface, the court has discretion under section 19^ -(6) of the 
Criminal irosecuticn îct, 19S5 to accord no weight of any kind to such 

defence because of the accused’s failute to comply with the mandatory 
provisions of section 19^ ~(*f) and (5) of Act No. 9 of 1985. It was 
not explained to this court why the accused did not give notice of his 
intention to rely on his purported alibi, and particularly bearing in 

mind the fact that he v/as enjoying fully the legal services of his 

Lawyer - to whom he could give instruction to issue the etatrrtory 
notice of alibi. It is the testimony of the 1st accused Zakayo that 
while himself w.as held in the police cell, he was informed by Abel 
(third accused), who was also in the lock-up, that he (Abel) was



being held in connection with house-breaking and stealing,, But this 

piece of evidence is diametrically in contradiction with the third 

accused's own story that he was being held up in connection with the 
offence of illegal possession of fire-arm, .'mother contradiction, as 
per the third accused's particulars, is that the accused Abel and his 
defence witness (Dvlk) were being held up for murder, but in his own 
sworn defence he said that DŴ - was being held for armed robbery; and 
that during the period they stayed together in the police lock-up,
DW4 was a leader of his fellow in-mates, itfid, yet, DŴ f vehemently denied 
meeting the third accused in the police lock-up, or being a leader at 
all. When all these material contradictions are put together, there 
is no doubt, and I respectfully agree with for, Boniface, that they 
boil down to one sentence, that is, speaking loudly in disfavour of 

the accused's alibi. The said accused’s defence has not met the legal 
test observed in ALI SALEEIE SUTU vs, R. (1980) T.L,E, 1, the test 
being whether the accused's alibi has instroduced reasonable doubt 
into the case for prosecution, ’That burden to prove beyond all reason- 

able doubt that the accused’s alibi is false always lies on the prose
cution, As I have said above, no notice of such alibi was ever issued 
to the court and the prosecution and the defence was raised after the 
prosecution case was closedj and this means that the prosecution did 
not have opportunity and or advantage to prepare his defence to oppose 
particulars of the alibi (had they been raised before the case for 

prosecution was closed) ■> Also the contradictions surrounding the 

alibi, as observed above, lessen the v/eight of credibility to be 
attached to that defence. In sum, having taken cogninizance of the 
alibi of the third accused’s defence of alibi, I am satisfied that 

this kind of defence came about as an after-thought and, therefore,
I accord no weight to the accused(s alibi (see « DPP Vs* NYANGUjTA 
S0M3A AND TV&ILVE OTHERS (1993) T.L.R, 69).

At this juncture, I think I am now in a good position to deal



with the accused's retracted and/or repudiated confessions.

The 1st accused Zakayo Shungwa (DW1) has told this court when 
police arrested him and the 2nd accused (DW2) on 20/01/1999 both of 
them were in good health; and when they found the third accused Abel 
(DW3) in the police lock-up on the same day (20/01/1999) be observed 
him (Dv/j5) to be in good health. Then on the same day (20/01/1999) 
they were removed from the lock-up and brought to a small room wherein 
tortures commenced against them. That police used clubs and gun---butts 
to assault the accused with them* In the tortures t room they were 
told that they were found in possession of humn skin but they strongly 
refuted the allegation, DW1 was hit heavily on his legs and hands with 
gun butts and as a consequence Dv/1 sustained wounds which caused him 
to bleed. D'aH noted that the third accused (DW3) was badly hit on j^s 
back causing him to bleed profusely as he was seriously hit with a 
stick, nick-named ,lMsauthli. They were then removed from the interro
gating room and brought back to the lock-up. In that lock-up they 
stayed for about ten minutes, then they were removed and boarded in 
Land-rover (one ten-defender).

After a journey to lsenzenya Vi Village (20/01/1999) they were 
brought back to Vwawa police Station, Then they were put in the 

lock-up to 23/01/1999* But between 21/01/1999 and 22/01/1999 tortures 
on them continued as usual. L>efore they were brought to a room to 
make a statement police forewarned them that each one of them must 
sign a statement, but which contents no one of them knew what it was 

all about, isiach one of them was brought to the said room separately, 
according to DW1, he decided to sign a document containing a statement 

in order to avoid more tortures on him. It took him not more than ten 
minutes to complete the exercise, he was the one who gave the statement 
first. Then on the same day he was taken to a Justice of Peace (FiV5) 
by an armed police man. On the way he was warned that he should take 

no much time before the Justice of Peace, and further that he was



simply required before the Justice of Peace to simply sign against a 
document an a similar way as he did before the police, 3oth accused 
and the policeman entered in the Justice of Peace's Office, who was 
present, and the latter gave a document to DW'I urging the latter to 
sign it, meanwhile the armed police stood nearby. That he saw some 

writings on the document but were never read out to him. He took less 
than five minutes to accomplish the job. Thereafter he was returned to 
the police lock-up. According to him, he simply signed the document 
(exhibit P.II) to avoid any further harassment by the police on him.

As regards the video picture, DU1 stated that the pictures or 
his images were shot from him against his will. Concerning the 
answers he was giving as per the video cassette (exhibit P<>15) 1 it is 
DWI's testimony that he was urged to answers all the questions put to
him by the police in the affirmative (i.e. possitive); and that he
obliged to do so because he did not want to be tortured any more.
As to why he was seen shaking in the video ~ film, it is DWI’s 

explanation that he was eeen in that condition as he was still fearing 
that police would repeat the tortures on him if he failed to answer 
the questions the way the police wanted them to be5 and the reason 
why all the other accused were throwing a blame to M m  was on the 
account that they were threatened to do so by the police. It is the 
accused’s complaint that he felt humiliated when he was paraded before 
a large crowd and video pictures being shot against him, or them, so 
they were not free men* accused denied strongly to have confessed 
the offence, nor did he commit it. The court is asked to believe the 
tortures because one of the prosecution witnesses Sarah (FW2) confir

med seeing them with blood stains on their bodies and clothes. Ke
further referred the 12 bruises allegedly observed on the back of the
third accused Abel by the Justice of Peace.

.Che 2nd accused's defence relating to his retracted or repudiated 

confession is very much similar to that of the 1st accused, so it is



irrelevant to repeat again * save for few statements* .according to him, 
police stabbed him with a gun^bionet on his left thigh. He was also 
wounded on .his left leg and on his head-skull *• stating that he was 
struck with a s'kirungul‘. On 23/01/1999 he was given a document to sign 
but he refused because he is illiterate, ao could not write or read; 
that the police who escorted him to an interrogating room was the one 
who signed the document (exhibit P.8)• Thereafter he was taken to a 
Justice of Peace (PW5) and on the way the police escorting him told him 
that he must sign a document before a Magistrate. Dv/2 told PW5 and the 
police roan that he did not know how to write or read. Then DW2 heard 
PW^ discussing with the police man on the possibility of killing him 

(D^2); but the Magistrate refused saying that the Lav/ does not allow 
such a thing, Ke was urged by the Magistrate to sign but DW2 continued 
to insist that he was illiterate. Finally the Magistrate told the 
police man to sign the document, accused (DV/2) strongly denied before 
this court that the signature on exhibit P. 12 (extra-judicial state- 
ment) is his. That all the positive or affirmative answers he gave 
when being interrogated at Vwawa Police station and while video picture 
was being taken were not truei that they were not true because they 
were threatened and instructed by the police to answer them the way 
they did. In short, DW2 denies to have confessed killing the deceased 
k'nerico, nor did he participate to kill him.

The third accused Abel Mwamwezi (DW3) told the court that after 
the 1st and 2nd accused were brought to the lock-up on 20/01/1999 and 
found him there, one police man took BW3 to a room he has been charged 

jointly and together with the 1 st and 2nd accused with ‘"Kosa la ngozili. 
He was then taken to a room but while on the way the police man told him 

to Co-operate because everything was now known, i-iccused found another 
police man in that room. He was ordered to climb on to a table, which 
he did. His hands were then tied together with hand-cuffs. One of the 
police men then climbed on to the table and ordered accused (DW3) to



stretch-up his tied hands towards a certain wooden beam (::kenchi“) 
fastened on the room ceiling. His hands were then tied on that ’wooden 
beam with a sisal rope* The table was then removed thereby leaving 
accused hanging in the air from the beam. He was then interrogated 

by the police man found in the room, starting with the allegation of 
illegal possession of a fire-arm; then followed allegation of posse
ssion of human skin (ngozi ya mwanadamu) • '.Chen he was struck on his 
back with a police stick nick-named by the police uMsauth‘s. The 
beatings were done several times and the alleged assaults continued 

for about thirty (30) minutes, apart from the police called Jaluo who 
was using the ^Msauth**, the other policeman used a police baton and 
struck the accused on his knees several tines thereby causing him 
severe pains. The assaults on his back caused bruises which resulted 
to bleeding. Despite of all these immense beatings, accused said, he 
continued to refuse the allegations,

regards the positive answers he was heard giving in the video 
filim (exhibit P«15)» those were not his voluntary and true answers.
He was given a similar document by police and instructed to answer 
those questions the way he did, he was threatened that he would be 
killed if he would not answer the questions positively/affirmatively 
the way he was heard in exhibit P,1 5 * accused had to submit to 
whatever police wanted him to do, he said. To make it worse, he said, 
the questions were put to him in the presence of multitude of people 
who were shouting at the accused by ridiculing them.

On 23/01/1999 fee was taken to a room where he was ordered to sign 
a letter. (ubaruali) o He was warned not to become difficult, he should 
simply sign the document and then walk out. In that room DW3 found 
another police man wearing uniform. Accused refused to sign a document 

given to him because he did not know its contents. The other police 

man . iisaS”- ©©wiste I d . of the room and then returned
with a stick referred to as "Msauth”. Upon seeing the ‘‘Msaut.h1', and

-  1 2 5  '•



on further reflection of the previous tortures DW3 had faced, accused 
decided to sign the document referred to him as “barua*1 (exhibit P«10)* 
The contents in exhibit P»10 were never read out to the accused, he 
complained* From there he was taken to the Justice of Peace (Pv/5).
He was brought to him by a police man who had a pistol* The police man 
insisted on the accused to sign the document or else the tortures would 
be resumed. He showed the Justice of Peace the injuries he sustained 
as the result of police beatings in the police lock-up* DW^ then 
signed exhibit P.13, though not his statement, he told the court*

But the prosecution is maintaining that the confessions before 
the police (PW1) and PW4, also before the Justice of Peace (PW5), are 
nothing but the truth* That they were made voluntarily and there is 
no iota of evidence that shows or tends to show that the said confe
ssions were obtained by threats, or upon promise or other prejudice 
held out by the police officers (PvJ1 and PW*t) to the accused persons*

The Learned Counsel for the accused, no doubt, correctly submi
tted that where there is clear evidence of torture or threats leading 
to confessions, the court should closely examine the circumstances 
prevailing to see if such acts of torture and threats do not rob the 
accused of their voluntariness leading to untrue admission of guilt, 
and if that be the case then corroboration is necessary - referring 
to R. vs. HASSAN (1933) T.L.K, 432 and MLOM) vs. li (1995) T.L.R, 1988. 
The Learned Counsel then gave his reasons as follows:

(a) that they were allegedly recorded more than 4 hours 
fiince the arrest of the accused in the early hours 
of 20/01/1999* 'That they were recorded on 21/01/99 
well beyond the time limits imposed by section 50 

and 51 of the Criminal Procedure .act, 19&5» and that 
no extension of time was done by the CCS and the 
Magistrate, hence all these statement were illegally 
obtained and the court should not act on them.



(b) ;ill accused were treated under internsive 
tortures before they were made to sign them.
That they consistently contended so before 
they (defence) let the statements to be 
admitted in evidencey the defence also 
relies on the evidence of PW2 corroborating 
accused's defence of torture, also the 
scars observed by the Justice of l:eace 
(PW5) on the back of the third accused„
Further that PW1 and pw^ did not adhere to 
the previsions of sections 57 and 58 of the 
Cr, F.a^ 1985 which provide procedure for 
recording such caution statements,

(c) That the public recorded confessions in the v
video tape (exhibit P.1*+) are no better than 
the cautioned statements - as no where any 
caution was seen administered to the accused
before they were inter - viewed; the public
interview was made in the presence of a 
jeering crowd, so the atmosphere was not 
conducive to have accused's statements recorded 
voluntarily and freely. That the alleged 
previous coaching or instructions by the police 
cannot be overruled.

regards the accused’s extra-judicial confessions - exhibit P.
11, P.12 and P<>13» it is Mr. Mur.hokorwa's openion that they are not 
also free from weaknessesi First, that they were recorded on 23/01/99 
when the accused had been under police custody for three full days,
and, yet, he said, the delay is not explained. This failure of
explanation, he contends^ goes tc confirm the accused's assertions 
that they were all along under going tortures. jIso the time of 
ending the alleged recording is not recorded, hence confirming 
accused’s contentions that the exrcise did not take long. PV/5 is 

also criticized for not enquiring fr6m the accused as where they 

had been kept since 19/01/1999 before‘they were brought to him, nor 
did he enquire about the cause of the alleged scars on the accused 
persons.
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I start with the Law of confession. This has been correctly 

restated by Mr* Boniface in bis submission, the guiding principle

being the one enunciated in the case of TTĴ u-iOI vs. UG.iNDii (lt'6?)
E.A, 84, Title Lav/ is that a confession which has been retracted or 
repudiated must be accepted with caution and before founding a convi
ction thereon, the court must be satisfied that the confession is true*
However, as a rule of prudence corroboration is usually required* But
corroboration is not necessary in Law and the court may convict solely 
on a retracted or repudiated confession if it is satisfied that, in 
all -the circumstances of the case that the confession cannot but be 10

true - see the case of SHIJA LUYEKO v.R (Cklh. APPEAL NO* 43/1995 
unreported) and SH1LI0BE SWI *\ND MOTHER vs. R. (1992) T.L.R, 330.

With respect, I agree with Hr. Boniface that if the defence were 
all out opposing the caution statements (exhibits P.8 , P.9 and P.10) 
while the case for prosecution was going on, they should have opposed 
the tendering and admission of those exhibits to that a trial within 
a trial eould be conducted to consider 'aid determine their voluntariness, 
or the procedure taken to have the statements recorded from the 
accused, persons. It is true, as rightly submitted by the Learned 
State attorney that the Court of .appeal endorsed the High Court 20
decision in ohija Luyeko’s Case (supra) for relying on a confession 
that was not objected to by the defence during the prosecution case.
If it were true that the accused faced, the alleged immense tortures 

the way they described in their defence testimonies, one would 
reasonably ask why then did the accused not instruct their legal 
counsel so that the latter could take that opportunity well in time 
to challenge the admissibility of the confessions - particularly on 
the ground of involuntatiness But to wait and introduce the 

allegations of ill-treatment either in cross-examination but at the 
same tiu;e allowing the statements to be tendered, or at the defence 30

stage only tends to convince me to believe that the alleged defence
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is a mere afterthought, Although the Law does not enjoin upon the 
accused to prove their defence beyond all reasonable doubt, sufficient 
doubt would only suffice, there remains another question regarding the 
alleged injuries or wounds allegedly sustained on the accused's body 

as the result of the alleged tortures on them by the police* But it 
is not shown anywhere in the evidence as how the accused were able to 
recover the alleged woundsV I cannot see how a stabbed wound through 
the left thigh of the accused could heal by itself without being 

treated, or the oozing blood stopped without any treatment. It also 
sounds incredible that a person could sustain a heavy blow struck on 10

his head-skull 'either with a police baton or a butt of a gun without 
causing the assaulted person dangerous harm which would lead to that 
person to loose his consciousness, if not deaths Indeed, I am 
satisfied and I agree with Mr, Boniface that the alleged ill-treatments 
came as a second thought and, therefore, I reject them in toto.

With respect, it may be true that the police witness (F'v/1) and 
(PW k), also the justice of Peace (Ftf5), might not have complied with 
the Law relating to recording statements properly* But as it was 

reiterated in EATIBU GANDRI v, E (1996) ToL.R, 12, p, 35? that breach
of the Judges’ Rules does not automatically result in the exclusion of 20

a repudiated or retracted confession. The breach may be one of the
circumstances to assist the trial judge in deciding whether or not the 
statement is voluntary*

Again, I respectfully share the same view with Mr, Loniface that 
the confessions cannot but be true. This statement is supported with 
the consistent statements of the 1 st and second accused.* that the 
deceased was taken from his home at Ikonya Village to lsenzenya

Village, the accuesds* village under the pretext that he was going to work

in a Co fee*-* farm. Those statements have the support of Pl-v2‘s 
testimony as already noted above, Q̂.so the first and third accused 30

stated in their confessions that they consulted Ptf3 for a possible



buyer of human skins and that they traveled all the way to Vwawa, Mbozi 

A-here they lodged at Tumaini Guest house, a story which is consistent 
with PW3’s evidence* The 1st and third accused confessed in their 
statements that they were arrested with human skin at Tumaini Guest 
House, a story that gets corroboration from PW’s testimony to the 
effect that the two accused were arrested at Turnairii Guest House while 
in possession of a human skin. It is also in the confessions of third 
accused that Chaula (PW6) was the buyer of the skin - as testified by 
PW3 and PV/6 p And it is the evidence of PW1 and PW2 that these three 
accused led the police the way to the place where the deceased*s body 
was buried after such brutal killing. From the totality of that 
account it is unequivocally clear that the confessions could not have 
be made or recited by a person or persons who did not know the full 
details of the episode« The police could not have known all those 
details including the personal particulars of the accused contained 
in the statements,, Even the villagers, including PW2, had not known 

about the brutal killing of the deceased until accused led the police 
to burial spot.

Finally, I am satisfied from the evidence of the Forensic 
expert Andrew Magembe (PW9) that the body remains he analysed biolo
gically and chemically were of a human being and originated from the 

body that was exhumed on 20/01/1999* identified the facial
appearance of that exhumed body as well as the clothes found in the 
grave as being that of the deceased Enerico Edson Simkoko, her brother 

The deceased left PW2ls home on 17/01/99 and on 20/01/99 he was found 
dead. From the facts and circumstances of the case I am strongly 

satisfied that the body that was exhumed on 20/01/1999 could not have 
been of anybody else but that of the deceased Enerico« From the 

accuseds' confessions'the-.deceased was, struck .twice, on his head, with 

a hammer (exhibit P.6) • He...wag skinned- and- his body buried secretly*
All these facts pot ray’nothing more' than, evil intention on' the part



of the accused to kill the deceased the way they did. vl±th respect,
I fully concur with the ladies assessors that all the three accused 
killed the deceased with malice aforethought c/s 196 of the Fenal Code0 
Like the two Ladies assessors, I am satisfied that the prosecution’s 
case left no stone unturned in establishing against the presumed 
innocence of the accused beyond reasonable doubt0 In the result 
I convict each ac-cused mi Murder c/s 196 of the Penal Code.
Accordingly i.t- is ordered*

ogd. A0C0 MREMA
JUDGE 10

31/03/2005.
S E N T E N J3 E 

There is only one sentence provided in the Penal Code on a 
conviction of murder as per the provisions of section 196 of the Penal 
Code, read tQgether with section. 26 -(1) of the Penal Code.
Afc^Qrdingly to section 26 -(1) of the Penal Code, the sentence is 
death penalty by hanging. Accordingly, therefore, each accused 
personx namely* ZAKAYO oHUNGWA MWASHILINDI, RAIS oHUNGtfA MtfAoHILINDI 
and .ABEL MWAMv/EZI, shall suffer d§ath by hanging as provided for under 
section 26 —(1) of the Penal Code. It is so ordered* 20

A.C0 MEEMA 
JUDGE 

31/05/2005

At Mbeya, in open court, before all the three accused persons, 

their defence counsel Mr. Mushokorwa, and the prosecution State 
A^tyTrieys, Mr, iioniface and Mr. Mwenda, all Learned Counsel.
The ladies assessors are thanked and discharged,

A„Co MREMA 
JUDGE

31/03/2005. 30
I Certify that this is a True Copy of the Original.
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